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Editor's Note

Dear VCU School of Dentistry, 

The Probe is the ASDA Newsletter of VCU School of Dentistry. 

The two goals for 2021-22 are (1) to highlight moments and people at

VCU SOD and (2) to share encouragements, reflections, and

information as we pursue excellence in dentistry for our patients.

In addition to fulfilling the above mission statement, the 

fifteenth volume of The Probe is dedicated to the philosophy 

of patient-centered care. 
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Patient

Centered

Care
Christel De Ocampo and 

Michael Barrett, D3s, Practice Injections



      While we endure through our most

challenging academic years, it is easy to lose

sight of the intentions of the skills we are

mastering. Patients depend on these

intentions for quality oral health care. Thus,

dentistry intends to devote a lifetime of

service with patients at the center of care.

While the theories of patient-centered care

are complex, the simplified intentions of this

philosophy are selflessness, empathy, and

compassion. 

     As the Class of 2023 stood at the white

coat ceremony and recited the Dentist’s

Pledge, the promise of selflessness filled our

lungs and our hearts: “Let [patients] come to

me safe in the knowledge that their total

health and well being are my first

consideration.”  Although selflessness at its

core is simple, the promise of selflessness

challenges us every day to put our patients

above ourselves.

Dedication
Patient-Centered Care

BY EVA MILLER D3

      As empathy enables us to understand our

patients, compassion allows us to help our

patients. This summer, Dr. Parth exemplified the

intensions of empathy and compassion. Tears

dripped from the eyes of a patient as she

described the conditions leading to the state of

her oral health. With empathy, Dr. Parth assured

the patient that her treatment would begin with a

clean slate that would be free from past

judgement. He emphasized that the day’s

cleaning would be the new baseline for the

patient’s oral hygiene. Additionally, He

encouraged that maintaining this baseline would

be an achievement to celebrate. In this way, Dr.

Parth’s compassion empowered the patient to

take a preventative role in treatment.

Alix Kloster, Lucy Miller, Joanna Scott, Elisabeth Trunnell, Christel De Ocampo, D3s
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Welcome
New Students 
We Can't Wait for
You to Dive In
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Jack Hasenkopf, D3

Becky Jelinek, D4

D2 Group Photo

Ritu Dwivedy, Vivian Bui, 
Ashley Puthiyadam, D3s and Nek Harmon



 

 
 
 
 
 

      It is hard to believe in a few weeks we will
welcome a new class of dental students;
even harder to believe, they will be the class of
2025! My hope is that, over the course of your
time here at the VCU School of Dentistry, you
continue to see improvements and the desire to
always strive to do better. By improvements I
mean structural, clinical, and educational. For
example, in our clinics we have been painting
and plan to replace floors and dental chairs.
We are working on new Student and Faculty
Lounges. We want the patient experience to be
as pleasant as possible, as well as stellar
expectations in the cleanliness department.
Our goals also include a student learning
environment that is conducive to a quality
education, a congenial atmosphere between
faculty and staff, and an enjoyable location to
spend several hours of your life over your
four year tenure.  
    

 

Dean'sCorner:
Dr. Spatafore Welcomes 
the Class of 2025  

 
 
 
 
 
 

    
     Every day, every week, every year, the faculty
and staff strive to the make the dental school a
better place as well as the student and patient
experience second to none. How do we do this?
One major way is honest feedback from our
students. Another way is identifying issues and
either addressing them ourselves or bringing them to
the attention of someone who can. So, if you identify
an issue or have an idea for improvement, take it to
your class officers, talk to your Group Leader, stop
by one of the Associate Dean’s offices, write an
email, fill out a survey, do your part to continue our
path to success.  
     My wish is for everyone to have a wonderful
summer; Richmond has so much to offer, so enjoy
your time here, and take advantage of the cultural
events, the proximity to great beaches, mountains,
and all of the historical significance that surrounds
the city. At the School of Dentistry we are a
team, each here to do our part to make this a
success for our student's education, the patient's
overall health, and a productive, collegial
environment for our faculty and staff. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Spatafore
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Meet ASDA Exec:
2021-2022
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Role:
Hello my name is Brett Siegel and I am currently a D3. My role
in ASDA is the President of the student body, presiding Officer
of Student Governance Committee meetings, Chairman of the
Student Executive Committee, Ex-Officio Member of all SGC
committees, and official voting delegate (First Delegate) to the
ASDA House of Delegates Annual Session. I also act as a voting
delegate to the VDA House of Delegates and I am a member of
the Richmond Dental Society Board of Directors. The President
has all those duties imposed by regulations and association
tradition with the Chairman of the Board of any association.
Finally, I organize Skit Night once per academic year. 

Favorite Hobby:
I started playing golf with my grandfather when I was just 7
years old and I have loved it ever since. Golf is a great way for
me to compete against myself and relax at the same time. 

Favorite Dental School Memory:
One of my favorite memories in dental school is when PSI O,
my dental fraternity, hosted a golf tournament. It was a great
way to bring the fraternity together and to create community
within the school of dentistry.  

President
Brett Siegel
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Favorite Hobby:
I I love rock climbing! I started
repelling with my older brothers
when I was 9 years old. Rock
climbing has always been a
wonderful way to connect with
nature, friends, and family.

Favorite Dental School Memory:
Some of my fondest memories are
of catching a grip and hoisting
myself up to the next challenge.
This last year of dental school has
been full of similar memories of
reaching challenges and finding
ways to overcome them. Like the
first time I tried to do a class II prep
and laughed with a friend about
closing my eyes and letting Jesus
take the drill! 

Role:
My name is Bryce Bulloch and I am
currently a D2. I am the Presiding
Officer of VCU Chapter of ASDA. I
Act as a voting delegate to the VDA
House of Delegates. I also am the
Chairman of the Activities
Committee, conduct all class
elections and serve as president in
the event of the President's
vacancy. 

President- Elect
Bryce Bulloch
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Favorite Hobby:
In my free time, I love going on
runs and exploring all the parks
and trails in Richmond! 

Favorite Dental School
Memory:
One of my favorite experiences
in dental school was traveling
with my classmates and
attending the ASDA District 4
conference in South Carolina. 

Vice President
Quinnie Phan

Role:
My name is Quinnie Phan and
I’m super excited to serve as the
ASDA Vice President this year.
As Vice President, my goal is to
help show dental students all
the great opportunities that
ASDA has to offer! 
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Favorite Hobby:
Being outside and playing games
are some of my favorite things to
do when I'm not at school.
Cornhole, frisbee, and spikeball
are my go-to's with friends in the
spring and summer.

Favorite Dental School
Memory:
Last summer, when it wasn't
possible to safely play lawn
games, a group of my classmates
set up a weekly zoom call to stay
in touch. With the world being so
weird, it was beautiful to have
something consistent and
supportive in that time with
people I love. 

Secretary
Joanna Scott

Role:
Hi, I'm Joanna Scott! I am the
Secretary of ASDA for the 2021-
2022 school year, and I am so
excited to be working with the
students at VCU SoD this year.  
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Role:
My role as ASDA treasurer is to
make sure we are making the
most efficient use of dues that are
geared toward student success.
Some examples include ASDA
fever week, sponsoring students
to go to job fairs and conferences,
and other networking events at
the school. 

Favorite Hobby:
My hobbies include hiking,
cooking, and hanging out with
friends. 

Favorite Dental School
Memory:
My favorite dental school memory
is staying after hours in sim lab as
a D1 and all of the D2s being so
willing to help us. It was a great
bonding experience. 

Treasurer
Natalie Morrow
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Role:
My name is Travis Luke, and I am the
Legislative Liaison. My role in this
position is to help facilitate Advocacy
month, Lobby Day (state and
national), as well as to keep the
student body informed of legislation
that does or will pertain to us as
dentists. You will definitely see a ton
of emails from me.  

Favorite Hobby:
My favorite hobby is to goof around
with any sport with a ball. Right now it
is a sandlot baseball team, but it
usually turns to flag football at some
point in the year.

Legislative Liaison
Travis Luke

Favorite Dental School Memory:
My favorite memory of dental school
has really been just the time I’ve
spent shooting the breeze with
classmates between class/exams. I
feel like we have so many fascinating
and kind people in the school, and it
is great to learn about who people
are and to build friendships.
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Favorite Dental School
Memory:
One of my favorite memories of
dental school was during
orientation week, when I bonded
with classmates while completing
a high ropes course. Another
favorite memory was when Dr.
Masters brought my class pizza in
Woolwine one weekend while we
were practicing hard for an
operative practical. 

Role:
My name is Eva Miller. I am the Editor of
The Probe, which is the ASDA student
newsletter that highlights students, events,
topics, and the VCU School of Dentistry. 

Favorite Hobby:
Some of my hobbies include rock climbing,
white-water kayaking, hiking and
backpacking. However, my favorite hobby
is scuba diving. I was PADI certified when I
turned 13. I love it because it gives me a
different perspective on the world. I have
learned to love things that I used to fear
such as sharks. 

Editor of The Probe 
Eva Miller
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Role:
My name is Jake Carter. I’m the
Webmaster for ASDA, which
means I keep the ASDA webpage
and instagram updated. 

Favorite Hobby:
My favorite thing to do outside of
school is play the piano, whenever
I can find one. I played in festivals
growing up and it’s stuck with me
ever since.

Favorite Dental School
Memory:
 I’d say that my favorite part of
dental school (so far) has been
getting to know my classmates.
I’m looking forward to continue
building friendships at VCU! 

Webmaster 
Jacob Carter
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     During our D1 orientation, Dr. Healy said, “The

days are long but the weeks are short.” That

statement definitely rings true in dental school. It

is crazy to think that my class is entering our final

year of dental school. It feels like yesterday

when we picked up our computers from IT, did

the high ropes course at U of R, and spent nights

in Sanger learning anatomy. Although many

things have changed over the last couple of

years, one constant has been that my classmates

love dentistry and have continued to show the

same excitement toward the profession that they

did when they entered dental school. I have

loved seeing my class shine in clinic and know

that upon graduating, my classmates will be

excellent additions to the profession.

     D1s-I am so excited for you to start on your

dental school journey. D1 is a busy year and it can

be very tough at times. My hope for you is that

you keep the sparkle and energy that you have

right now throughout your entire year and

schooling career. Remembering why you love

dentistry and your passion for this field will help

keep your mind focused and your priorities

straight even when there are tough times. You

should use the upperclassmen as a resource and

become friends with them because they will be

the ones whom you work with in lab and later, in

clinic. You have a busy, fun, tough, exciting, and

unique year in front of you and you are on your

way to achieving your goal of becoming an

excellent dentist. 

     D2s-The best thing that you can do is be a

supportive class for the D1s. Dental school will be

different for their class than it was for your class

due to the changes in the pandemic. Instead of

focusing on the differences, stop and take the

time to get to know the D1s and help them on

their journey which will have challenges that are

going to be very different from the ones you

faced when you were a D1. D2 year is a great

opportunity to bond with your class and dive

deep into the dental-focused courses! Everything

that you learn during D2 is applicable to clinic

which is so exciting!! 

     D3s-My class is ecstatic to have you in the

clinic with us! My hope is that my class can be the

most welcoming class as you make this big

transition! We are excited to be working with you

and hope to help provide any resources we can.

Sincerely, 

Kristen Richey 

Kristen Richey
President of the D4
Class of 2022
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      I never go into things as an optimist or a

pessimist, but rather a realist. Often, I find that I

have a hunch or a suspicion about something.

That hunch is not necessarily good or bad, but it

usually tends to be right. From the beginning of

dental school, I had a hunch that I would really

enjoy my class. Once I had the privilege of

meeting my classmates, I knew that I was in for a

good time.

      As time continued and I got to know my class,

it was evident that everyone was so different.

Despite our differences, we created a natural

mesh. From the beginning, my classmates did a

phenomenal job of working together,

collaborating, and supporting each other. This

teamwork has became our habit. 

       As obstacles have come our way, this habit

enabled us to stick together. For example, during

our first semester we didn't have adequate

faculty coverage in the Woolwine Lab. There

were days in lab when some people set aside

their own projects to help other classmates that

were struggling. Also when COVID-19 brought

uncertainty, we looked after each other and

made it through. Even during last summer's

protests, many of our classmates reached out to

those in need. Through it all, we did what we

always do: support, collaborate, and care. 

     

Joshua McKoy
President of the D3 Class of 2023

      Serving as the president of my class has truly

been an honor and a privilege. To say this has been

a pleasure would be an understatement because no

class is perfect, but this class is perfect for me. I

always have been and will continue to be more than

willing to go to bat for my class. 

      So, if there is anything that I could say to the

incoming D1’s, it would be to keep working 

 together. I have always heard that you can’t get

through dental school alone, but I initially had

undervalued what that really meant. Your class is

full of people that you will see almost every day for

the next four years. You will eat, laugh, cry, play,

panic, fail and succeed with these people. Whether

they are your best friends or are in a different

clique, make working together and sticking together

your new normal. 

Stay Smooth, 

Joshua A. McKoy
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     Not unlike our peers in the dental school

and beyond, this year has been an incredible

year to experience. We struggled,

persevered, fell behind, caught up, but

ultimately, we connected with one another in

a deeply personal, “we’re in this together”

way. The sense of unity in our class runs

deep. Creating and collaborating on study

materials and supporting one another’s

operative goals is the tip of the iceberg of the

support network we grew. 

     Navigating operative is a challenge and

joy. Thinking back to our first week, Woolwine

smelled like burnt popcorn and was filled with

lots of frantic concerns that we were being

left behind. Yet with help of our gracious

bench buddies and friends, we made it. There

were multiple days when Woolwine closed on

short notice (gas leak, snow day, utility

issues). Our peers always ensured that we

had an open bench, the right instruments, and

the one-on-one help that we needed to

succeed in the class. 

     As I write this, we are receiving our final

grades from our last practical exam in our

first year operative course. We made it. For

many they did it together or not at all. My

service as class president has been defined

by the incredible generosity and tenacity of

the class. Reuben is the first person to get up

and help when you need a second set of eyes

on your preparation. Jesse will stay in the wet

lab until you get your cast perfectly mounted.

Shree goes out of her way to wish every

person in the class a happy birthday. 

     I could go on forever about the humanity

and kindness of my peers for I rely on them

everyday for academic, personal, and

professional guidance. 

     You will have days that last longer than you

think you have the energy or the ability to

endure. When days like those happen, reach

out to someone, even an acquaintance, that can

help you work through, celebrate, or reflect on

your progress and goals. Don’t be afraid to rely

on your peers. We are all in it together. 

Sincerely, 

Sierra Suarez 

Sierra Suarez
President of the D2 Class of 2024
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     Whether medical, financial, social, or any of

the many complications associated with COVID-

19, we all have experienced the various challenges

related to the pandemic. COVID-19 has affected

many different groups, including the student

population across the globe. As the dental hygiene

class president, coming into the dental hygiene

program mid-pandemic and obtaining a close

relationship with every one of my classmates

means an immense amount to me. 

     While all of the DH2022 class is from Virginia,

we bond well together due to the diversity within.

For only being a class of 16, there are 5 different

languages spoken including: Arabic, Vietnamese,

Bulgarian, Tamil, and Spanish. We are all

constantly bouncing thoughts and ideas, clinical

tips, and general life advice off each other

because of the various backgrounds that are

incorporated with our class. Even in the midst of a

pandemic we had several positive and memorable

moments. Some significant moments our class

experienced are birthday celebrations, weekly

food cart lunches, casual zoom meetings to just

chat about school/life, White Coat Ceremony,

finals week celebrations, and even engagements.

Each individual contributes to making the class

unique and unforgettable.

      As a class, we overcame 100% online classes in

a profession where hand skills and person-to-

person contact is essential. Despite learning

instrumentation through video clips, Zoom, and

typodonts in our homes, we still passed clinical

assessments. We saw our first patients in October

of 2020 despite the various changes to the typical

curriculum. 

 

   

Our class is the first to have a true summer

semester with clinic/rotations and didactic

coursework. Lastly, we overcame the

everchanging COVID-19 protocols. We were all

able to look past the difficulties and continue to

push ourselves semester after semester. All of

these obstacles made us a strong knit class and

soon to be registered dental hygienists. 

      A piece of advice I would like to give the

incoming DH class is to remain humble and work

hard. The VCU DH program is far from easy. By

working hard and remaining humble, success is

bound to arise and friendships will be built! One

last piece of advice that saved me personally

during my first year is organization skills! Keep an

organized clinic binder and bag. Keep a planner

to stay on track with due dates, clinic schedules,

exams. Finally, keep organized notes either on

documents or on paper in each class to review

while studying for exams. 

-Haley Headley, DH2022

Dental Hygiene Class President

Haley Headley
President of the DH Class of 2022
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      While driving to complete my weekend errands

one Saturday afternoon, I was so intrigued by a

radio podcast that I pulled off the road to finish

listening. The podcast was on the topic of compassion

in medicine. Guests on the podcast included Dr.

Steven Trzeciak and Dr. Anthony Mazzarelli. The

podcast highlighted their co-authored book called

Compassionomics: The Revolutionary Scientific

Evidence that Caring Makes a Difference. 

     A plethora of data in this book shows that we

have a compassion crisis in the healthcare system,

resulting from a lack of compassion during patient

care. So let us start combating this crisis while we

learn to master technical skills.

    

 

   

Dr. Abubaker
What Can You
Accomplish in 40
Seconds that You
Can't in 40
Minutes?

      Rattled and green from pandemic altered

academics, the senior and junior dental students

have emerged into a new clinical year. In the

oral surgery clinic, I observed their anxiety and

frustration with mastering technical skills, from

holding forceps to administering local anesthesia.

Even with assistance, some students take almost

an hour to complete the 08 Oral Surgery Form

and another hour to extract the tooth. Based on

this observation, I am challenging students, to

try mastering a different skill, which can be

completed in just 40 seconds. Perhaps quicker to

master than technical skills, this proposed skill is

just as impactful as the skills that are taking more

than 40 minutes to complete. This task is to

practice compassion. 

Compassion Crisis:

      To highlight Trezeciak’s argument, a recent

study from Harvard University showed that at

least 50% of Americans believe that the

healthcare system and providers are not

compassionate. In addition, two-thirds of

patients who had a health care experience had

lack of compassion during their care and doctors

missed 70% of opportunities for compassion.  

    

 

   

Christel DeOcampo and 
Jack Hasenkopf, D3
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Benefits of Compassion on Patients: 

      In the book Compassionomics, Trzeciak and

Mazzarelli state "that 85% of patients consider

being treated with dignity and respect as

extremely important, compared to only 27%

percent who cared only about where the doctor

was trained or his/her medical experience." They

explain that physiologically, when patients are

treated with compassion there is a reduced

perception of pain and reduced symptoms of

depression, anxiety, and emotional distress.

Trzeciak also explains that compassion creates

trust which also reduces the physiological

experience of pain and increase patients

adherence to medical advice. 

Benefits of Compassion on Providers: 

      According to Trzeciak and Mazzarelli, there is

evidence displaying an inverse association

between provider compassion and provider

burnout. So, with more compassion there is lower

burnout and with lower compassion there is higher

burnout. Compassion, in other words, heals the

healers. Several studies have linked compassion to

lower levels of burnout. Sometimes it’s called “the

helper’s high,” driven by a spike in endorphins. 

 Does Treating Patients with Compassion Take

Time Away from Medical Treatment?

      According to Compassionomics, “Compassion

actually takes less than a minute. In a study from

Johns Hopkins in a cancer population, where the

primary outcome measure was anxiety, they

found that compassionate care had a significantly

better effect on the patient’s anxiety level. It only

took 40 seconds of meaningful compassion to

make this difference."

Trzeciak proposes that during these 40

seconds, the provider 1) faces the patient, 2)

uses eye contact, 3) establishes a human

connection, 4) acknowledges the patient’s

concern for their illness, 5) expresses an intent

to help them and 6) a will to be with them

throughout their treatment journey.

     So, if you find yourself frustrated while

trying to master the technical skills like

extractions, here is one more reason why taking

care of patients with compassion needs to

happen. Based on my 30 years of teaching

experience, I assure you that mastering

technical skills will eventually happen over time.

In the meantime, do not wait to master treating

patients with compassion for it will only take 40

seconds of your time.

 

   

Jeffrey Kim, D3, OMFS rotation
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     As students at VCU, we are lucky to be

automatically enrolled as members of ASDA.

ASDA is a national student-run organization

that protects and advances the rights,

interests, and welfare of dental students.

There are many ways to get involved with

organized dentistry through ASDA on a

national, district, or chapter level. 

     This year, I am serving District 4 on the

communications team as Promotions and

Creative Media Associate. District 4 is a

regional ASDA organization which includes

the schools GA, ECU, UNC, MUSC, Meharry,

TN, and VCU. I became interested in getting

involved with “D4” after attending the district

conference during my D1 year. I learned so

much from the conference, had the best time,

and wanted to share a small part of my time

and talent to serve the district as well. 

     

     I wanted to do something that allowed me to

be creative, play to my strengths, and make my

voice heard. Not wanting to over commit due to

my other activities, I also wanted more of a

support role. 

     There really is something for everyone’s

schedule, interest, and skill set! I would

encourage anyone curious about ASDA or

wanting to take on a leadership role to find a

way to get involved. Some things in the works

for District 4 include organizing Pre-Dental

involvement since the 2021-2022 application

cycle opened this month, planning for ASDA

Fever Week as the Fall semester is fast

approaching, working on licensure advocacy

(re: mannequin and portfolio-based board

exams instead of live-patient exams, as well as

lowering student debt), planning the District 4

conference, and more!

District 4
Nicole Chambers 
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Student
Spotlight:
Christina
Gordon 

 EVA MILLER D3

 As many of our local news platforms

have explained, Christina Gordon, DDS

Class of 2023, invented a product called

the Proxy-Flosser. The product was

originally developed by Gordon around

the age of 10, while she wore braces and

imagined a product that could achieve

easier flossing with those braces. The

invention received $10,000 in funding

from the VCU Commercialization Fund to

support the engineering of a prototype

for this device. However, what many

people are still wondering is: 
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Gordon appealed to the VCU Innovation

Gateway by completing an invention

disclosure application, in which she disclosed

details of her invention, compared her product

to other products on the market and searched

for similar patents to her invention. Gordon

emphasizes that doing the research and

searching the patent registry were key to a

successful pitch to the VCU Innovation

Gateway. 

     After gaining support from the VCU

Innovation Gateway, Gordon then applied for

the VCU Commercialization Fund for a grant.

“The Commercialization Fund is a resource

dedicated to the advancement of VCU

inventions. Offered in the spring and fall, the

goal is to help bring projects to a more mature

stage of development [to] improve their

chances of being licensed and brought to

market.” To apply for the grant, she again did

research to study the market and trends on

orthodontic and hygiene products. Gordon

described the experience like the TV show

Shark Tank. Gordon completed a 10 minute

pitch via zoom and prepared herself for

possible questions the investors might ask

about marketability and profitability. After a

successful pitch, Gordon became the first

VCU student to ever receive funding from the

VCU Commercialization Fund. Previously, only

faculty and researchers had been approved

for the funding. 

 

      During Fall of 2020, Gordon’s D2 year, virtual

classes allowed Gordon the flexibility and

opportunity to pursue her invention. Gordon first

reached out to Dr. Oonagh Loughran, Director of

Research Management and Postgraduate

Research Programs Associate Professor at VCU

School of Dentistry. Dr. Loughran played a

fundamental role in directing Gordon toward the

resource VCU Innovation Gateway. With the

support of Innovation Gateway, Gordon then

applied to receive funding from the VCU

Commercialization Fund to build a product

prototype and file for a provisional patent.

Currently, Gordon is using her funding to

contract Spark Product Development to engineer

her design for manufacturing before she can

officially patent the design and begin the next

stage of marketing and manufacturing. 

     

      VCU Innovation Gateway’s “mission is to

facilitate commercialization of university

inventions for the benefit of the public, to foster

a culture of innovation at the university, to

promote industry collaborations as well as

regional economic development.” Gordon

explained that VCU Innovation Gateway is an

entrepreneurial department for the entire

University. With VCU Innovation Gateway

support, Gordon was given access to specialty

patent lawyers, education about

patenting/marketing and connections for putting

her product on the market. Gordon explained that

not everyone that applies to VCU Innovation

Gateway will get their support. 

How Did Gordon do This?
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Dr. Iain M. Morgan:

Discussed the Philips

Institute for Oral Health

Research and his work

with HPV. 

April 8, 2021

     

About the Event: 

Organized by the VCU Student National Dental

Association, this 10th annual and first virtual Oral

Cancer Walk aimed to promote oral cancer

awareness and to raise money for oral cancer

research. Since this year's awareness event was

virtual, a step challenge was conducted and the

winner won a $50 gift card. The virtual

awareness event featured guest speakers: Dr.

Iain Morgan, Dr. Sarah Glass, Dania Luby and

Cindy Cheely. 

Proceeds:

A portion of the proceeds were donated to the

Philips Institute for Oral Health Research. 

Guest Speakers: 

     

About SNDA: 

The Student National Dental Association

originated from concerned dental students at

Meharry Medical College in 1970. SNDA was

formed to promote contact between minority

dentists and dental students. 

Fundraiser:
Oral Cancer Walk 

Dr. Sarah H. Glass:

Educated listeners about

important clinical and

histological indicators for

oral pathology.

Mrs. Dania Luby:

Relived the loss of

her sister to oral

cancer and

emphasized the

importance of early

treatment.

Mrs. Cynthia

Cheely:

Recounted her

triumph over oral

cancer and her

gratitude to VCU in

helping her win that

fight.
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April 18, 2021

     

 About the Event: 

It began with brunch and badminton on

Brown's Island. During brunch, people entered

into a raffle to win amazon gift cards. Then the

large group broke into teams to clean up trash

and compete for the most trash collected.

After the clean-up the raffle was conducted.

Community Service:
Belle Isle Trash Clean-up

Jacob Mirpanah, D4, and Adri Castaneda Carpio, D3

Adriana Martinez and family, D3 

Dana Nara, Lynna Liao, and Najah Lewter, D3 

VCU Trash Clean Up Group 
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White Coat Ceremony:
DH Class of 2022 and DDS Class of 2023 

A special thank you to Dr. Healy for making this event possible

with the ever changing COVID restrictions!

This year we were honored to listen to Dr. Tonya Parris-Wilkins's

inspiring speech about her dental journey. 

June 25, 2021

Dr. Tonya Parris-Wilkins

A few memorable changes to this year's

ceremony included having the class

Presidents Haley Headley, Dental

Hygiene Class of 2022, and Joshua

McKoy, DDS Class of 2023, conduct the

donning of the white coats. In addition,

students were able to pick a special

family or friend to coat them. 

Jessica McBride, Jakara Thomas and Najah Lewter, D3

Mohamed Nada, Ali Husain, Meshal Alenezi, Firas Sabti, Adri
Castaneda Carpio, Jessica Ferreira, Liana Brown, Quinnie Phan, 

Noor Hasawi, D3

Betty Thimothi, Miranda Menk, Brittany Tomlinson, Kayla-Mae Conley, 
Katlyn Hardy, Hagir Saleh, Kristen Smith, Kaitlyn Carrick, DH
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Mark Stephans:

"To be honest, I feel no different after

the white coat ceremony than I did

before. I almost feel less confident than

I ever have. The amount of work and

responsibility that is ahead seems

impossible to handle. However, I find

comfort in knowing many dentists who

have gone before me have felt the same

way. It'll take work, time, and patience

(and patients!) but I know one day I'll be

confident in my career as a dentist." 
 

     
Manar Darkazanli:
"Seven years ago, my parents decided to move

to the US, and it was one of the most

challenging and exciting decisions they made.

I’ve dreamed about this day every night, and all

I got was love and support from them. A few

years ago, I met my husband who was willing to

go through anything and everything to make my

dreams a reality and to fulfill our goals. Today, I

got white coated by my father, and all I can

think of is how deeply blessed I am.” 
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Marshall Adzima, Manar Darkazanli, Latifa Alfadhli, Loulia Al Bitar,
Zhanna Ali D3

Hagir Saleh, Kristen Smith, Kaitlyn Carrick, Betty Thimothi, DH

Haley Headley, Bella Pollard, 
Nicholas Field, DH

Ronny Khalek, D3

Juaquin Reyes, Samantha Rose, Nam Ha D3

Vivian Bui, Priyal Patel, Ritu Dwivedy, 
Ashley Puthiyadam, D3

Malik Lowe, Jakara Thomas, Joshua McKoy,
Jessica McBride, Najah Lewter, D3
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Eva Miller, D3

Dental
Designs
Student
Artwork

Mathew Brewer, D3 

Sarah Balal, Pediatric Dentistry 2024

All mediums
encouraged! Looking

forward to seeing more
artistic talent

throughout the year!
You can submit dental

drawings, paintings,
sculptures, poems etc.

Here
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https://forms.gle/p2CT4L8BW2PgNXju6

